
make a 
morsbag!

save this...          ...with this

(save lots of these by making lots of  these!)

how can making morsbags save 
sea turtles & other marine life?

●  Marine animals find plastic carrier bags 
out at sea & mistake them for food

●  Plastic bags don't bio-degrade, so the 
problem will never go away

●  Making a morsbag out of leftover 
fabric and using it whenever you shop 
prevents hundreds more plastic bags 
floating out to sea

● Joining a pod & making multiple 
morsbags to hand out free to shoppers 
will increase awareness of the problem, 
& prevent thousands more plastic bags 
causing further damage

www.morsbags.com

Open out for your free morsbag pattern!

what's a pod?
sparkly people = a pod
just get a group of friends together, 
scissors, sewing machine, iron, some old 
curtains or any unwanted fabrics, and 
wine/refreshments!  
Set up a mini production line, chat while 
you sew, & you'll be amazed how many 
morsbags you can run up!

where's a pod?
in a school, in your living room, in a pub 
– wherever you're comfortable & have 
space to set up a sewing machine!

then what?
when enough bags have been made, 
your pod can hand them out to the 
happy & surprised shoppers at your local 
supermarket.  hurrah!

turtle photo © 2009, Karumbe Photos; morsbag from www.tanglecrafts.co.uk

morsbags.com
sociable guerilla bagging

let’s do something positive to reduce the 
hideous number of plastic bags being used - a 
million are consumed per minute globally - of 
which hundreds of thousands end up in the 
oceans.

the idea is to get together with people in 
your local community, drink wine and make 
reusable cloth bags (from old duvet covers, 
curtains from charity shops etc) and hand 
them out to the unsuspecting public for free 
on specified dates outside different 
supermarkets.

meet new people, do something marvellous 
for the planet and beat other pods (groups) 
of baggers with your morsbag tally.

go to www.morsbags.com  to 
be a part of a wonderful thing!
please copy this leaflet & pass on to as many people as you can!

join a pod!
sociable 
guerilla 
bagging

lift here for your free morsbag pattern
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